Resiliency will be one of the toughest challenges in future exascale systems. Memory errors contribute more than 40% of the total hardware-related failures and are projected to increase in future exascale systems. The use of error correction codes (ECC) and checkpointing are two effective approaches to fault tolerance. While there are numerous studies on ECC or checkpointing in isolation, this is the first paper to investigate the combined effect of both on overall system performance and power. Specifically, we study the impact of various ECC schemes (SECDED, BCH, and chipkill) in conjunction with checkpointing on future exascale systems. Our simulation results show that while chipkill is 13% better for computation-intensive applications, BCH has a 28% advantage in system energy-delay product (EDP) for memory-intensive applications. We also propose to use BCH in tagged memory systems with commodity DRAMs where chipkill is impractical. Our proposed architecture achieves 2.3× better system EDP than state-of-the-art tagged memory systems.
INTRODUCTION
Among the obstacles on the road to exascale computing, system resiliency will be one of the toughest. In all hardware components, main memory is one of the most vulnerable components in the system. In existing terascale systems, hardware errors account for up to 60% of the total failures [5] . Of this, 40% of the hardware failures are memory related [30] . Its contribution will further increase in future systems not only because of the explosive increase in memory capacity for future exascale systems [5, 40] ), but also because of the adoption of new technologies such as 3D stacking [36] , greater device density, and lower supply voltage [39] .
Error correction codes (ECCs) and checkpointing are two effective ways to protect a system from memory induced failures. By detecting and correcting memory errors on the fly, ECCs can significantly increase the reliability of the memory subsystem and thus increase the overall system resiliency. While ECCs protect systems from memory errors before they cause system failures, checkpointing recovers systems from failures not averted by the ECCs. Although warehouse data centers may allow individual nodes to be off-line when machines fail, exascale supercomputing leverages checkpointing to handle system failures since nodes are usually working together to solve large scale problems. In the presence of a failure, computation will restart from the last checkpoint, which wastes previous work on all the unaffected nodes.
While using different methodologies to maintain system resiliency, ECCs and checkpointing are tightly interrelated. Different ECC mechanisms can provide different memory reliability levels, meanwhile incurring different performance and power overhead. On the other hand, their reliability levels determine the checkpointing and rollback frequencies that in turn affect system's overall performance and power. For exascale computing systems running over a long time period (typically weeks or months), frequent checkpointing and rollback cause significant performance and energy overhead [15] . Thus, the increasing trend of memory error rates will affect exascale computing much more profoundly than it does in current petascale systems.
Memory reliability is even trickier for systems with tagged memory. Tagged memory adds an extension bit or bits to each memory word to describe its state. Systems with tagged memory have been proven especially effective for graph-oriented problems [4, 6] that involve intensive com-munication and synchronization between data items as well as irregular thread and memory behaviors. Tagged memory subsystems have been used in several important high performance computing systems, including HEP [42] , Tera [10] , lightweight chip multithreading (LCMT) [26] [27] [28] , and more recently, the XMT [16] . However, supporting extension bits in commodity DRAM requires compromising the strength of ECC [16] . Continuing to support tagged memories in exascale systems without severely impacting performance or power demands exploring new coding scheme.
Since future exascale systems impose very tight power budgets while requiring a 1000-fold improvement in performance, understanding system implications of memory reliability and choosing an appropriate memory ECC mechanism for future exascale systems is critical. It requires a detailed analysis on overall trade-offs of performance and energy at the system level. In this paper we holistically assess the system implications of memory reliability for exascale systems with and without tagged memory. Our key contributions and findings are:
• We comprehensively study overall performance, energy, and efficiency implications of exascale systems, considering both pre-protection of memory systems using ECC and post-protection using checkpointing. We perform in-depth investigations not only on trade-offs between the achievable resiliency and the overhead of different ECC mechanisms but also the implications of checkpointing on overall system performance and energy when the ECC fails to prevent memory from failures.
• We identify the transition points where ECCs need to be upgraded to achieve better system resiliency on the road to exascale computing. Our results show that the current standard Simple Single Error Correction Double Error Detection (SECDED) will be insufficient for future exascale systems.
• We propose to use a Bose Chaudhuri-Hocquenghem (BCH) code as an alternative ECC mechanism for exascale systems to alleviate the high overhead of chipkill and to enable the use of commodity DIMMs in tagged memory systems without losing memory system reliability. Simulations show that for conventional non-tagged memory systems while chipkill is better for computation intensive applications, BCH can achieve 28% improvement of system energy-delay-product for memory intensive applications. For systems with tagged main memory our BCH proposal can achieve more than a 2.3× improvement on overall system EDP, compared to the current industry-standard implementation.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. After reviewing related work in Section 2, we describe the system implications of memory reliability in Section 3. In Section 4 we introduce BCH supported tagged memory. Section 5 describes the modeling framework we designed. In Section 6, we evaluate the performance, energy and EDP of exascale system with different ECCs. We conclude in Section 7 after discussing the evaluation results.
RELATED WORK
Main memory ECC has been intensively studied. IBM first proposed the concept of chipkill [13] , and AMD invented an implementation [3] with the same chipkill-level protection while reducing required memory ranks by half. Ahn et al. [2] studied memory reliability under the context of bank-subsetting. Udipi et al. [45] proposed ECC and chipkill implementations for disruptive but efficient future memory devices. More recently, Yoon et al. [48] looked at using BCH ECC to protect non-volatile memory from wear-out errors. Wilkerson et al. [46] investigated using BCH ECC to protect the last level cache of processors to reduce the refresh frequency and thus to save power.
There also have been many proposals [11, 15, 49] on system checkpointing, focusing on improving coverage and reducing overhead in massively parallel processing (MPP) systems. Daly [11] proposed an analytical model to determine the best checkpointing interval, while [15] extended the model to further analyzed checkpointing overhead and proposed a two-level checkpoint scheme with non-volatile memory.
The Cray XMT machine [16] was the first to support tagged main memory while leveraging commodity DRAM DIMMs. However, their approach of increasing SECDED protection granularity from 64 bits to 128 bits imposes a significant system reliability loss for exascale systems.
Previous work looked at either system checkpointing or ECCs in isolation to protect systems from failures induced by memory errors. Our work is the first to consider ECCs and checkpointing in combination. We believe our work is also the first to consider BCH coding for systems with and without tagged main memory subsystems.
SYSTEM IMPLICATIONS OF MEMORY RELIABILITY
As the total memory capacity and the number of memory devices in a cluster increase, it is critical to keep the mean time to failure (MTTF) of individual devices high to avoid frequent failures. Unfortunately, soft errors in DRAM are expected to continue to increase with shrinking feature sizes [8] . Also, without significant improvements in fabrication processes or changes to DRAM organization, hard errors will be difficult to overcome. To the extent that the DRAM market is severely constrained by the cost per bit, major changes to memory are less likely, and hard errors due to failed row/column or stuck-at faults will continue to be an issue in future memories. Moreover, techniques such as 3D stacking, which will likely be adopted for DRAM [36] to meet the capacity demand, employ more silicon real estate and increase the probability of errors.
An effective way to alleviate the device reliability problem is improving the error detection and recovery in memory systems. In this section, we explore various root causes of failures in memory and evaluate the techniques to recover from them.
Memory Errors
Errors in memory manifest in different ways, from single bit errors to the failure of an entire DRAM chip. Table 1 lists the memory failure rate in FIT/Mbit (FIT = failures per billion hours) collected from major DRAM memory vendors for different technologies from 130 nm to 90 nm [9, 41] . The memory cell soft error rate (SER) is in the range of 1e 3 −5e 3 FIT/Mbit [44] , while the soft error rate in peripheral logic is an order of magnitude lower, and varies between 0.5e −3 − 5e −3 FIT/Mbit [9, 12] . The occurrences of soft errors follow the exponential probability distribution 1 − e −λt , where λ −1 is the mean time between failures. λ is tightly coupled to the transistor density. A single event induced by a cosmic ray or alpha article can cause multiple bit flips as the feature size goes down, although multiple errors may not present in the same memory word because of the interleaving of data bits in modern DRAM designs. Hard error rate (HER) is two orders of magnitude lower than soft error rate (SER), reported to be 37 FIT/Mbit [41] . However unlike soft errors, they persist in memory and cause recurring errors. Depending upon the number of cells affected, more robust error correcting codes are required to tolerate hard errors. An extreme example of hard errors is a complete chip failure, also referred to as chipkill. The rate of chipkill errors was reported to be 13.7 FIT/Mbit [41] .
As the failure rate values listed in Table 1 were reported in 2004, we scale them for future process technology to find the reliability requirements. Borkar et al. [8] suggests that the soft error rate doubles every technology generation. The lower signal-to-noise ratio for scaled technology will increase the vulnerability of stored data. Further, as density increases, a single alpha or neutron strike can cause multiple upsets. Thus, as technology advances from 45nm (petascale) to 11nm (exascale), the soft error rate may increase by 16×. On the other hand, the hard error rate in FIT/Mbit remains almost constant over time as claimed in [19] . Thus, we conservatively assume that with technology scaling, the total hard error rate is only proportional to the chip memory capacity and device counts, regardless of technology.
The net MTTF of a system due to memory related failures is proportional to memory capacity and node counts, and is given by Equation 1.
M T T F = 10 9 /(F ailureRate * M emoryCapacityperN ode * N umberof N odes) (1) External factors such as memory utilization (i.e. number of memory accesses) and aging are also major contributors to memory error rates of DRAM [38] . For ease of measurement, memory utilization can be decomposed into indirect indicators such as CPU utilization and memory allocation. As a result, for each of the error mechanisms listed in Table 1, the error rate is actually a dynamic function of the three variables in Equation 2, where Perror0 is the original error rate, U stands for CPU utilization, M stands for the memory allocation, and A is age. CPU utilization is the percentage of used CPU cycles out of available CPU cycles measured during runtime. Memory allocation is the total amount of memory the OS accesses for a workload. In our Figure 1 : Flowchart of Staged BCH ECC in the memory controller analysis, we collect the value for these two variables over our benchmark workloads, and assign system nodes with different workloads. Also, we assume the DRAM DIMMs in the system have a uniform aging distribution with the mean value of 3 years, and mark system nodes with specific ages.
The dynamic function of error rates has a logarithmic dependence on U, M, and A as extracted from the dataset collected in [38] , and is shown in Equation 3. Here U0, M0 are average CPU utilization and memory allocation across workloads, and A0 is the average DRAM DIMM lifetime from DRAM vendors. Applying the three variable values in Equation 3, we get the factors for the DRAM failure rates, which are then fed into Equation 2 to calculate the error rate of each system node.
Protecting Memory from Failures
Hardware ECCs are an effective way to protect memory from failures. SECDED has already become standard in all modern servers. High end servers employ more robust chipkill-ECC memories, which can detect two and recover from one memory chip failure in a DIMM. In addition, double chipkill or Double Device Data Correction (DDDC) may be explored for future servers.
While error tolerance addresses the reliability challenge, chipkill or DDDC incurs high power and memory bandwidth overhead. Unfortunately, memory power and bandwidth are already a bottleneck in exascale machines [5] . Chipkill also places restrictions on DIMM configurations that can be used for servers. A straightforward way to implement chipkill is through bit steering: interleaving SECDED ECC words across multiple ranks [13] so that a failed DRAM chip will distribute its error bits into different ECC words. In this case, four SECDED codes of 72 bits interleaved across 288bits are required to recover from a complete failure of a ×4 DRAM chip. While conceptually simple, this solution requires fetching pages from four ranks for every cacheline access. With diminishing locality in access stream, such overfetching is wasteful and dramatically increases DRAM energy [45] . A more sophisticated chipkill implementation employs symbol error correcting codes, as found in AMD Opteron processors [3] . Despite being a significant improvement, this approach still requires activating two ×4 ranks for each memory operation. This not only increases energy per access, it also hurts processor performance. This overhead will be even higher with future DRAM technologies that utilize a longer burst length.
Using BCH ECC as an Alternative
While replacing ECC with chipkill or DDDC provides high error coverage, chipkill is not mandatory in high performance clusters. Most modern supercomputers already have checkpointing and rollback mechanisms in place that can recover from system failures. Since frequent rollbacks are expensive, it is not desirable to leave the memory weakly protected. At the same time, memory protection codes should be fast and efficient for the majority of fault free accesses. Hence, by striking the right balance between memory protection and checkpointing, we can improve the overall energy efficiency of large systems.
Instead of updating ECC from SECDED to chipkill, we explore BCH code as an alternative. BCH codes are linear block codes defined over a finite Galois Field GF(2 m ) with a generator polynomial, where 2 m represents the maximum number of code word bits. To correct t-bit errors in k-bit input data, BCH code typically requires r = t * ceil(log2k) + 1 check bits [34] . Therefore, it is not practical to implement BCH ECC for every 64 bit word. Fortunately, the size of an ECC code relative to that of the data word diminishes as the size of the data word grows. We thus choose the ECC word size as the size of the last level cache block, which is 64B for most current processors. Current DIMMs provide 1/8 th of the capacity for storing ECC check bits, thus a 64B memory block already has 64 bits reserved for ECC. A six error correction, seven error detection (6EC7ED) BCH requires 61 bits to protect a 64B memory block. Thus 6EC7ED BCH code can achieve high reliability similar to chipkill ECC. However, the main design issue with a strong BCH code is its complex error recovery procedure. To address this, we leverage the error detecting/correcting ideas presented in Free-p [48] and Hi-ECC [46] and implement three ECC logic paths to provide low ECC latency and high error coverage as shown in Figure 1 : quick-ECC, slow-ECC and full-ECC. Quick-ECC processes the 6EC7ED BCH, detects up to seven errors, but corrects only one error without extra latency penalty. If quick-ECC identifies more than one error, it invokes slow ECC for correction. Slow-ECC can correct up to three bit errors. If slow-ECC detects more than three bit errors, it invokes full-ECC, which can correct up to 6 bit errors. Section 5 provides detail analysis on area, latency, and power for SECDED, chipkill, and BCH ECC.
Effect of Memory Failures on System Performance
Main memory errors contribute to 25% of total system failures [5, 30, 37] . Different ECC codes can provide various protection abilities for a system and result in different system failure rates, or MTTF. To recover from failures not corrected by ECC, a checkpoint/rollback scheme is used. The stronger the ECC, the fewer the failures, hence leading to less rollbacks. On the other hand, ECC hardware itself incurs overhead even in fault free operations, especially for chipkill.
We evaluate the impact of trade-offs between the achievable resiliency and the overhead of three ECC mechanisms 
where the parameters are detailed in Table 2 .
Similar to the timing model, we derive a energy model based on the bandwidth and the power of all hardware components, as well as the checkpointing/recovery distribution over two levels. The total execution energy consumption is
RELIABILITY OF EXASCALE SYSTEMS WITH TAGGED MAIN MEMORY
When making changes to ECC codes in DRAM, it is worth considering their effect on tagged main memorya requirement that caters to graph-oriented applications. These applications can achieve significant improvements in performance (1.5× in average) [26] [27] [28] when executed on systems with tagged memory. In a 64-bit tagged mem-ory sub-system, the fundamental storage unit is called extended double word or Xdword. It consists of a 64-bit double word (dword) together with an extra bit called extension bit (Xbit). By using the extension bit in tandem with mode fields within the dword, a set of memory states for the dword can be defined. This supports synchronization at the memory word level by allowing memory operations to execute conditionally, depending upon the state of the memory that they are attempting to access. When a memory operation cannot execute because the location being accessed is not in the correct state, the thread responsible for that operation gets blocked. Once the memory state is restored, the thread will continue its execution.
It is relatively easy to implement tagged memory support in mainstream processors [27] , however, the extra bit required for each word in DRAM requires custom DRAM dies. One way to address this problem is by leveraging a portion of the storage for ECC to store the extension bit. The CRAY XMT supports tagged main memory in commodity DIMMs through this technique. The XMT machine enlarges the ECC protection granularity from 64 bits to 128 bits, resulting in savings of three bits for every 64-bit memory word. The memory controller is then modified to treat the saved bits in the ECC chip as extension bits. Unfortunately, increasing the ECC word from 64 bits to 128 bits results in 2.25× decrease in the memory system reliability based on our Monte Carlo simulation. With resiliency being a first order design constraint for exascale systems, providing error coverage lower than traditional ECC is not attractive for future systems.
To solve this problem, we propose to use BCH as the ECC on the systems with tagged memory. We choose the ECC word size as the size of last level cache block, i.e. 64B for most current processors. A 5EC6ED BCH code requires only 51 ECC bits to protect every 64 byte data block and the associated 8 extension bits. Therefore, 13 bits in the ECC section can be saved for each cache line sized data by using a BCH code. Error detection and correction is performed on both the data bits and extension bits. We compare the system resiliency, performance, and energy of the XMT implementation and our proposal in Section 6.
MODELING METHODOLOGY
To evaluate the effect of different levels of memory protection on the performance and power of an exascale system, we use a modeling framework shown in Figure 2 . The framework consists of four major parts: 1) a Monte Carlo simulator to study the interplay between different types of memory errors; 2) an extended McPAT framework for studying the energy, latency, and area of future manycore processors with different ECC techniques; 3) performance simulators to evaluate both conventional non-tagged memory systems and tagged memory systems; and 4) a performance and power analyzer for exascale systems with different ECC mechanisms.
The Monte Carlo simulation is used to generate system failure rates under different error types and ECC techniques. This is important since multiple types of errors can occur at the same time and different ECC types react differently to these errors. The simulator injects different types of errors into the memory based on the failure rates given in Table 1 . The error injection follows an exponential distribution. Also, Area the scaling trends in Section 3 combined with external factor dynamic functions as in Equations 3 and 2 are used to obtain the error rates with given technology nodes, workloads, and memory system configurations. We then scan through DRAM chips across a DIMM, and collect the errors in each memory word. We also differentiate recurring hard errors and intermittent soft errors when calculating total errors per cacheline access in burst transfers. The simulator knows exactly the number and types of the errors injected during simulation and the error detection and correction abilities of a particular ECC scheme. If the total error bits exceed the detection capability (silent error) or correction capability (uncorrectable error) of the ECC scheme, then it is considered as an error to cause a system failure. Finally, the failure rates (or MTTFs) of different ECC types are obtained from the number of uncorrectable failures out of the total memory accesses during the average lifetime of modern DIMMs (3 years) [38] with a memory utilization percentage of 31% [15] .
Monte Carlo Simulator

Energy/ access
McPAT is an integrated power, area, and timing modeling framework for multicore and manycore processors [23, 24] . We extend McPAT to model power, area, and timing of future manycore processors equipped with different ECCs (SECDED, chipkill, and BCH) for exascale computing. When modeling ECC hardware in memory controllers, we decompose it into gate level circuit blocks and use Mc-PAT's circuit models estimate area, latency, and energy per access of each type of ECC hardware. Of the various ECC schemes modeled, BCH is the most complex code and requires more gates. To evaluate the feasibility of using BCH in memory controllers, we accurately evaluate the overhead of the encoder, decoder, and corrector logic for BCH. The decoding process itself has three steps: 1. syndrome calculation (and error classification), 2. calculating the coefficients of the error-location polynomial, and 3. finding error locations by solving the roots of the polynomial. We model a pipelined BCH architecture [43] and size the devices to reduce latency. Figure 3 shows the gate level model for various stages in BCH hardware, where we assume t bit correction for n bit information code, and m = log2(n). According to [43] , the total number of logic gates in a BCH code decoder and correction logic is dominated by XOR gates in the error correction step, and thus scales with mt 2 n. The area overhead of these stages can be calculated using Equation 6 , where F is the process feature size. ABCH = (Axor ×Nxor +A and ×N and +Aor ×Nor))×F 2 (6) The latency of the decoder is dominated by the finding errorlocation step and scales with tm. This is because the t iterations cannot be fully parallelized. The total latency is derived by finding the latency of the critical path. The energy per BCH operation is calculated based on the number of active gates in each step. Table 5 shows the power and timing results for SECDED and BCH, with a detailed explanation in Section 6 .
Once we find the error rate and the overhead for correcting them, the next step is to analyze their effect on a large system. Since simulating an exascale system is not feasible, we first simulate the performance and power of an individual node/socket with different ECC schemes. For the systems with conventional non-tagged memory subsystems, we use McSim [ Table 3 shows the specifications for a current petaflop system and a projected exascale system. The projections and scaling assumptions are based on ITRS [39] and (more aggressive) exascale computing studies [5, 8, 40 ]. An exascale system will likely have 100,000 nodes, with each node providing 10 teraFLOPS of processing capability. The memory capacity for each node will be 640GB, a 160× increase compared to current petaFLOP systems. Memory bandwidth requirement will be 4 TB/s, a 400× increase from current systems. The inter-node network bandwidth is projected to be in a range of 200GB/s [15] to 4TB/s [40] based on whether an optical network will be aggressively used. Using the Monte Carlo simulation discussed in Section 5, we compute the memory failure rate to be around 400 per billion hours per GB for a system that supports 64-bit SECDED ECC. This is consistent with the data measured in actual systems [29, 30] . Thus, taking into account the total number of computation nodes, the memory induced MTTF for a petascale system is 31 hours (1.3 days). For an exascale system, the memory induced MTTF is around 1.1 hour 1 . Both MTTFs are well aligned with the expectations in [40] . Figure 4 shows the block diagram of an exascale system. It consists of multiple nodes connected using fast system interconnects. Each node consists of one or more manycore processors. We model a clustered manycore processor similar to Koka et al [21] .
EVALUATION
Experiment Setup and Modeling Results
In order to keep the simulation time reasonable, we first find the performance of an individual socket by simulating a cluster of cores (as shown in Figure 4 ). We choose a dual pipelined core similar to Niagara-2 and augment each core with a 4-way SIMD unit. To meet the performance target without breaking the power envelope, processors in exascale systems will likely be working at near-threshold supply voltage. We use McPAT [23, 24] to estimate the power, area, and clock rate of these cores when operating at near-threshold supply voltages. Table 4 lists the architecture parameters and the results obtained from McPAT for processor cores at an 11nm technology. Since each core achieves 8 GFLOPs, a 10 TFLOPs node listed in Table 3 requires around 1280 cores. Assuming that each node has eight sockets, a socket will have 160 cores in a die (of size 240 mm 2 ). If a core cluster contains 32 cores, such a socket can have five clusters built on the chip substrate. According to the system specifications in Table 3 , each core cluster needs 205 GB/s of memory bandwidth. Based on the JEDEC roadmap [20] and the clock rate of cores, DDR4-4266 equivalent memory can be used. Thus, the core cluster needs 3 dual-channel memory controllers with each memory channel containing a single rank DDR4-4266 DIMM. The memory controller is modeled to support a combination of open-page and close-page policies. A DRAM page gets closed during a precharge command unless there are more pending requests to the same pages in the memory controller queue. Chipkill is modeled according to the optimized design in AMD Opteron processors [3] . When chipkill is not used, cachelines are interleaved across all memory channels. However, when chipkill is used, fetching a single cacheline needs to invoke two memory channels to finish the chipkill operation. Hence, without enough locality, all the extra bits fetched into the row buffers in all the active DIMMs will go waste. Further, this approach blocks parallel accesses to various DIMMs, increasing the queuing delay. The modeled memory controller supports a DRAM power down mode during which DRAM chips consume 1/5 th of normal static power and need two cycles to enter and exit the state [2] . As mentioned in Section 3, checkpointing can be used to recover the system state in the event of an uncorrectable error. We model an advanced two-level checkpointing scheme and store checkpoints both locally within a node and globally in neighboring nodes [15] . Both local and global checkpointing are assumed to be stored in emerging non-volatile PCRAM since hard disk drives (HDD) have been proved to be too slow for exascale checkpointing [15] .
We run CACTI [25] and PCRAMSim [14] to compute the energy per access of the main memory DRAM DIMMs and checkpointing PCRAM DIMMs. Based on current highspeed link energy consumption (8 pJ/bit at 40nm) in [22] and scaling trends shown in [33] , we conservatively assume that the I/O energy consumption of a memory channel is 2pJ/bit. The results of this analysis are listed in Table 4 and are used in our core-cluster simulations later in this section.
Our modified McPAT is used to compute the area, energy, and timing of the manycore processors with the overhead of different ECC schemes. As shown in Table 5 , the BCH code incurs significant area and energy overhead compared to SECDED. However, the dynamic power at 11nm of the delay-optimized BCH for each channel is only 28mW, which is negligible when compared with the processor power. When there is no error, the SECDED and BCH have the same 1 cycle latency for the 4GHz memory channel. Although BCH takes 7 cycles of latency to perform the full 6EC7ED, this overhead is greatly reduced by applying staged BCH ECC as described in Section 3. As shown in Table 5 (bottom), the single bit correction incurs only 1 extra cycle of latency compared to SECDED. SPLASH-2 [47] , PARSEC [7] , and SPEC CPU2006 [17] benchmark suites were used to evaluate the performance and power of a single node. We used all SPLASH-2 ap-plications and five of the PARSEC applications (canneal, streamcluster, blackscholes, fluidanimate, and swaptions). We used the simlarge dataset for PARSEC applications, and the datasets used for SPLASH-2 applications are summarized in Table 6 . We used the SPEC CPU2006 benchmark suite to measure the system performance on consolidated workloads. We picked 12 applications from both CINT (integer benchmarks) and CFP (floating point benchmarks), and made 3 groups each, 4 applications per group, based on their main-memory bandwidth demand [17] as shown in Table 6 . To evaluate the performance and reliability of systems with tagged main memory, we used SPLASH-2, PARSEC, and the Multi-Threaded Graph Library (MTGL) [6] benchmark suite. MTGL is a group of graph-oriented applications designed to run on shared-memory platforms. We selected four applications from the MTGL: breadth-first search (BFS), connected component (CC), PageRank, and RMAT generation. Note that the RMAT generation was written from the ground up to use full/empty bits. We skipped the initialization phases of each workload and simulated 2 billion instructions or until the program finishes, whichever comes first. Figure 5 presents the simulation results of the 32-core cluster in a socket as listed in Table 4 . As shown in prior anal-ysis, the latency and power overhead caused by pure ECC hardware is negligible even for BCH ECC. Our simulation results confirm that even with 20× accelerated error injection, BCH and SECDED exhibit very similar performance and energy consumption, with BCH causeing less than 1% degradations in performance and power compared to SECDED. Thus, we group the ECC techniques of 64b SECDED, 128b SECDED, and BCH as a non-chipkill category and compare it with chipkill. Figure 5 shows the comparisons between the non-chipkill system and the chipkill system, with both systems having non-tagged memory. For computation-intensive benchmarks such as WATER and fluidanimate, the difference between systems with chipkill and without chipkill is very small. This is because memory is seldom used, and therefore the high overhead of chipkill does not cause a significant change in the system performance and power. However, for memory-intensive benchmarks such as CFP.high and RADIX, chipkill incurs up to a 38% performance overhead and a 35% increase in memory power as shown in Figure 5(a) . This is because for every cacheline needed, chipkill reads twice the data, wasting power and bandwidth. In particular, activating twice the number of DIMMs to access a single cacheline can block subsequent reads to different memory locations. This also wastes power since programs with low row buffer hit rates will end up wasting all excess cache lines fetched to the DRAM row buffers. As shown in Figure 5 (b), for memory-intensive benchmarks, the system with chipkill demonstrates an EDP degradation of up to 60% (e.g. CFP.high), compared to systems without chipkill.
Single Socket Results
From Single Socket to Exascale System
The overall goal of this work is to find the reliability technique with optimal energy delay product, which is done in two steps. First, we investigate checkpointing overhead caused purely by reliability levels provided by different ECCs. If an ECC cannot provides enough reliability, the memory induced failures cause the system to spend an unacceptable portion of its time checkpointing and rolling back. Thus, we can find where, on the roadmap to exascale computing, the system needs to upgrade to a stronger ECC scheme to keep the checkpointing overhead tolerable. Once the ECC schemes that can be used for exascale computing are identified, the second step is to factor in ECC overhead on native fault-free execution so that the best ECC technique can be selected from the still available ones. When studying system-level performance, we scale the socket level simulations to the exascale system level for this analysis and consider the system-level communication overhead based on projections from Kogge et al [5] . We also factor in the parallel efficiency when scaling from a single socket to the entire exascale system. Figure 6 shows the energy, performance, and energy-delay product of checkpointing overhead on systems with different scales and ECCs. The overhead grows superlinearly from 64 petaFLOPs to exaFLOPs, caused by rapid increase of the failure rate and the resulting higher frequency of checkpointing and recovery. Although 64-bit SECDED is still possible at exascale, it wastes lots of machine time and power since the EDP overhead for checkpointing is more than 130% of the native execution. The 128-bit SECDED for tagged memory is even worse for exascale computing because of its associated 347% checkpointing overhead on EDP over the native Figure 6 : Checkpoint (and rollback) overhead of systems with different ECC schemes scaling from 64 petaFLOPs to 1 exaFLOPs for timing, energy, and EDP (lower is better). The two level non-volatile DIMM based checkpointing mechanism [15] is used. Checkpoint size is assumed to be 30% of total memory capacity as indicated in [15] . All numbers are normalized against that of native execution without checkpointing. Numbers greater than 100% indicate that the system spends more time/energy on checkpointing than on the native execution (the real work).
execution. As a result, chipkill and BCH are the good options for future exascale computing. Figure 7 shows a complete view of overall system performance, energy and EDP at exascale, including both native execution and checkpointing operations. As shown in Figure  7 (a), for both computation-intensive and memory-intensive workloads running on systems with conventional non-tagged main memory, chipkill and 6EC7ED BCH have significantly less total EDP than 64-bit SECDED. For computationallyintensive workloads, although chipkill requires more energy than BCH for native execution, its higher MTTF results in higher reliability and lower checkpointing overhead, which leads to a 13% lower EDP than that of BCH. However, for memory-intensive workloads, BCH is much better in power and performance of native execution, which leads to 28% advantage on EDP over chipkill even when the larger checkpointing overhead of BCH is considered. For systems with tagged main memory, because the system needs to pack the extension bits in the ECC section, traditional chipkill implementation is impractical, and only the 128-bit SECDED and 5EC6ED ECC schemes can be used. The 5EC6ED BCH gives 2.3× better EDP than the 128-bit SECDED does. Thus, with BCH ECC, the system with tagged main memory can leverage commodity DIMMs while maintaining acceptable system resiliency and checkpointing overhead. 
CheckpoinƟng ExecuƟon
(b) Systems with tagged memory Figure 7 : Complete view of overall system timing, energy, EDP (lower is better) at exaFLOPs for systems with conventional non-tagged main memory and tagged memory. All numbers are normalized against native execution of SECDEDs (64 bit and 128 bit). SECDEDs are still included since it is possible for exascale computing although they are not practical because of the high checkpointing overhead. For systems with tagged memory, since chipkill is impractical, the difference between computation-intensive and memory-intensive workloads is negligible and is not shown. Figure 7 shows that memory bandwidth utilization has a big impact on the overall system performance of chipkill and BCH, which is within expectations since benchmarks with high memory bandwidth demand and utilization place higher pressure on memory systems with chipkill than on systems without chipkill. Figure 8 gives the system time, energy and EDP ratio between chipkill and 6EC7ED BCH ECC as we sweep system-level effective memory bandwidth utilization. System-level effective memory utilization is actually the product of the memory utilization of a node or socket (simulated) and the system level parallel efficiency beyond a single node. Because of the huge design space of this study, Figure 8 is obtained by curve fitting our simulated results together with network/communication projections from [5] . An analytical model may be possible but is beyond the scope of this paper. Besides confirming that chipkill is better for cpu-intensive benchmarks while BCH is better for memory-intensive benchmarks, Figure 8 further reveals the crossover points at memory utilization of 59%, 27% and 55% for time, energy, and EDP, respectively.
CONCLUSIONS
Both memory ECCs and checkpointing will be important tools providing reliability and availability in future exascale systems. However, while providing different levels of memory reliability, different memory ECCs incur different performance and power overhead. Moreover, they impact checkpointing behavior that in turn affect system performance and power. This paper is the first to assess the implications of memory reliability at exscale system level, considering both pre-protection (ECC) and post-protection (checkpointing) mechanisms rather than looking at either in isolation.
With this work, we have identified the key relationships between pre-protection (ECCs) and post-protection (checkpointing) to provide a reliable system, and proposed BCH as an alternative memory ECC to improve system level performance and energy efficiency at exascale computing where SECDED will incur significant overhead. The proposed BCH ECC also enables the smooth adoption of tagged memory in future exscale systems for solving important graph-oriented problems. Using our evaluation framework, we found that The portions of the curves with less than 10% or more than 80% of the system-level effective memory bandwidth utilization are backward and forward projections, respectively.
careful system level considerations are necessary to achieve the best system resiliency. Our results show that for systems with conventional non-tagged main memory subsystems, while chipkill is 13% better for computation-intensive applications, BCH can achieve a 28% improvement of system EDP for memory-intensive applications. For systems with tagged main memory, BCH is 2.3× better compared to the state-of-the-art 128-bit SECDED implementation while still leveraging commodity DIMMs.
